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Abstract 

Total knee arthroplasty (TKA) is the most commonly performed inpatient surgical 

procedure within the USA and is estimated to reach 3.48 million procedures annually by 

2030. An aging population with multiple health conditions coupled with value-based care 

initiatives focusing on the trend toward outpatient care and patient satisfaction, has 

prompted healthcare providers to develop and implement an anesthetic approach to 

enhance TKA outcomes. The American Association of Hip and Knee Surgeons 

acknowledges the movement toward outpatient TKAs emphasizing minimal 

complications and maximizing patient safety. A review of current literature identifies 

causative factors delaying hospital discharge following TKA ranging from postoperative 

pain to delayed postoperative mobility. Despite the need for outpatient care, there are no 

anesthetic guidelines for improved TKA outcomes; specifically, the timeframe associated 

with the onset of anesthesia to patient mobility. The purpose of this study was to identify 

correlational relationships between the type of neuraxial anesthetic approach, dosage of 

neuraxial anesthetic administered, and the patient’s readiness for postoperative 

ambulation as determined by the neuro-motor assessments by the staff nurses. Keywords: 

total knee replacement, neuraxial anesthesia, postoperative mobility, outpatient, 

medication dose. 
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Effects of Neuraxial Anesthesia on Readiness for Ambulation 

Following Total Knee Arthroplasty 

Chapter I: Introduction 

            Total knee arthroplasty (TKA) is the most common orthopedic surgical procedure 

performed nationally (Fingar et al., 2014). Surgical techniques for TKA’s are continually 

improving. These changes have provided an impetus for the improvement in the 

techniques for achieving anesthesia and analgesia. These techniques seek to minimize 

side effects while maintaining both positive surgical and patient outcomes. This risk to 

benefit ratio is particularly important in older adults who are at increased risk for 

complications related to common co-morbid conditions. Newer research has revealed 

neuraxial anesthesia as a superior anesthetic, in terms of improved patient outcomes and 

decreased risks of complications when compared to traditional general anesthesia for 

TKA (Memtsoudis et al., 2013).   

  Spinal and epidural anesthesia are the two main neuraxial anesthetic protocols 

utilized during TKA. Spinal anesthesia is injected directly into the cerebral spinal fluid 

via a small needle and both the nerve roots and the spinal cord absorb the medication. 

Whereas epidural anesthesia involves the placement of a catheter 3-5 cm beyond the 

needle at the spinal nerve roots, proximal to the dural sac (Figure 1). Injected medications 

are absorbed by the nerve root as it exits the spinal cord.   

 Using evidence-based practices to guide the care for TKA patients, clinical 

pathways are being developed and implemented to fast track recovery following  
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patient is medically and surgically stable, early and frequent mobilization has proven to 

reduce the length of hospitalization and improve postoperative success rates (Guerra et 

al., 2015). 

	 Healthcare systems are taking a multidisciplinary approach toward improving 

patient outcomes and reducing the economic impact of elective TKA. Improved 

anesthetic techniques are improving the time to ambulation which is a contributing factor 

to delayed hospital discharge. New evidence-based clinical pathways are being developed 

identifying the time frames when certain crucial steps toward discharge are achieved. 

Achieving safe care supporting early ambulation is an important aspect of these emerging 

clinical pathways for patients with TKA surgery. Currently, the choice of anesthetic 

method, administered dosage, and the subsequent impact on postoperative ambulation 

protocols following TKA remain unstandardized and varies by institution (Azim et al., 

2017). 

Background 

          Osteoarthritis of the knee is a common condition afflicting 12.1% of the population 

in the United States (AAOS, 2018). TKA imparts substantial improvement in pain, 

function, and quality of life in 90% of patients and has become the most common 

orthopedic procedure performed (AAOS, 2018). The number of total knee replacements 

has doubled to more than 700,000 annually between 1999 and 2009 (Turnbull et al., 

2017). TKA procedures are expected to exceed three million annually by 2030, related to 

the rise of obesity, an aging population, and adults continuing to work later in life  
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based practices (Kettner et al., 2011). Both spinal and epidural anesthetics block the pain 

response by acting on different parts of the central nervous system and nerve transmission 

pathways (Miller et al., 2014).   

 Poorly managed postoperative pain decreases the likelihood of early ambulation 

and increases the risk of patient dissatisfaction, opioid consumption and increasing the 

occurrence of opioid related falls. Neuraxial techniques promote earlier postoperative 

ambulating resulting in a decreased rate of pulmonary complications, postoperative 

infections, and hospital length of stay (Guerra et al., 2015). 

 CMS reimbursement, patient satisfaction, and clinical pathways designed for 

efficient patient care are essential concerns of the healthcare industry. Neuraxial 

techniques have been associated with up to a 15.58% decrease in the overall cost of 

hospitalization and will continue to be a significant factor in improving patient outcomes 

with minimal complications (Memtsoudis et al., 2018). Established protocols of 

postoperative neuro-motor assessments will identify a TKA patients’ readiness for early 

ambulation. Improvements in readiness for early ambulation identification may have a 

significant economic benefit amid the current health care reimbursement shift. 

  Spinal Anesthesia. Spinal anesthesia is injected directly into the cerebral spinal 

fluid via a small needle in-between the lumbar vertebrae (Figure 4). Within five minutes, 

the medication is distributed throughout the spinal fluid and is dependent on patient 

positioning. Small, unmyelinated sympathetic fibers conveying input signals from the 

periphery to the central nervous system will be blocked first. The lack of myelination  
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 Lidocaine is the prototypical amide local anesthetic used with epidurals for TKA.   

Lidocaine is usually administered at a concentration of 1.5-2%. Initial onset of sensory 

blockade typically occurs in 15 minutes with full sensory blockade achieved about 20 to 

30 minutes after injection.  Sensory blockade typically lasts between 80 to 120 minutes. 

The onset of medication and the full anesthetic effect is more gradual than spinal 

anesthesia and is generally seen within 20 to 30 minutes after placement.  

  The spread of epidural anesthesia is highly variable among individuals (Higuchi, 

Adache, & Kazama, 2004). The reasons for this variability are poorly understood. Several 

potential factors have been proposed associating the onset, complete block and surface 

area of the dural sac along with the presence of abnormal amounts of epidural adipose 

tissue (Higuchi et al., 2004). It is believed a larger surface area of the dural sac may delay 

the onset and distribution of local anesthetics injected into the epidural space. In addition, 

adipose tissue in the epidural space may influence the pharmacokinetics of injected local 

anesthetics (Higuchi et al., 2004). Local anesthetics have an affinity for adipose tissue; 

thereby a significant portion of an injected dose of medication may be prevented from 

reaching the intended nerve root (Miller et al., 2014). Height and weight are imprecise 

predictors of dose response relationships because there are no direct correlations with the 

presence of adipose tissue in the spinal space nor the surface area of the dural sac (Miller 

et al., 2014).  
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hospital has determined readiness for ambulation when the assessment reveals moderate 

dorsiflexion and plantar-flexion strength, and adequate sensation. Physical Therapy will 

initiate the first session of ambulation when these criteria are met.     

 Post-operative nursing care providing accurate and timely neuro-motor 

assessment is crucial for outcomes promoting timely initial ambulation after anesthesia. 

In addition, effective coordination with physical therapy is essential. Their collaborative 

work supports others in providing high-quality in-hospital care and an optimal discharge 

process. Discharge education coordinated by the nursing staff must stress the importance 

of continuing with rehabilitation services to maintain mobility and function.   

Nursing Research. Many studies have identified neuraxial anesthesia techniques having 

better outcomes when compared to general anesthesia. Improved outcomes for neuraxial 

anesthesia include: Lower rates of postoperative complications, improved pain control 

and earlier ambulation. There are no specific guidelines for the use of neuraxial 

anesthesia in TKA procedures. This is related to a lack of research evaluating the efficacy 

of neuraxial anesthesia for this procedure. This has resulted in wide variability in practice 

among anesthesia providers.   Lacking specific guidelines, clinicians make anesthesia 

choices based on personal experience and preferences. As TKA surgery continues to be 

directed toward an outpatient procedure, further research must be conducted regarding 

neuraxial anesthesia outcomes. Current and future studies include variable dosing 

patterns and multi-modal anesthetic techniques to ensure optimal surgical anesthesia, 

minimal side effects and early ambulation (Fleischut et al., 2015). 
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Administration and Leadership. The process of change among hospital administration 

and leadership roles should be initiated through Kurt Lewin’s three step Change 

Management Model. This model outlines the step by step phases of unfreezing, changing 

and refreezing, so all interdisciplinary teams involved in TKAs are involved regarding the 

change process (Hussain et al., 2018). 

 Upon identifying the need for changing current practice techniques to ensure 

timely patient readiness for ambulation and subsequent discharge, the first step is to 

unfreeze the current anesthesia process and evaluate it. This study hopes to contribute to 

the unfreezing process by providing information to anesthesia providers regarding the 

relationship among the type and dose of a regional anesthetic and neuro-motor readiness 

for ambulation. This information may cause the providers to critically reflect and 

consider changing current practices. Allowing the perspective of the need for change, 

permits those impacted the opportunity to understand the rationale behind change 

(Hussain et al., 2018). Studies have proven the implementation of expedited clinical 

pathways improve the outcomes of length of stay, postoperative complications, and cost 

of hospitalization (Barbieri et al., 2009).   

 When administration and the interdisciplinary teams involved in TKA patient care 

are in agreement, the change is made. Communication, support, and education are vital, 

to limit difficulties in the transition process (Hussain, et al., 2018). This may require 

additional education for anesthesia providers and postoperative nursing neuro-motor 

assessments. 
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 After the change has been evaluated and corrected according to feedback, the 

final step is to refreeze the current practice techniques. This is essential to any 

management change model. Advancement toward the goals of improved patient 

outcomes, satisfaction, and earlier ambulation are the foundation to achieve recognition 

as a Joint Commission Gold Seal Center of Orthopedic Excellence (Joint Commission, 

2018). This certification recognizes the hospital as a provider of high-quality care and 

patient safety. With appropriate marketing, patients will associate this certification as a 

deciding factor for sustainable, long-term post-surgical recovery with better outcomes 

(Joint Commission, 2018). Appropriate utilization of evidence-based resources will 

enable nursing administration to have a significant impact in the hospital setting (Feng, 

Novikov, Anoushiravani, & Schwarzkopf, 2018). 

Project Objectives 

 This DNP scholarly project will describe the implementation of an educational 

program for anesthesia providers reviewing current anesthesia practice trends for TKAs. 

The educational intervention will utilize data obtained through a one-year retrospective 

chart review extracting data related to type of regional anesthesia, anesthetic agent doses 

and the length of time until neuro-motor findings indicate a readiness for ambulation. 

Research Question 

 Does the type and dose of anesthetic approach in patients undergoing regional 

anesthesia for total knee replacement correlate to the patient’s readiness for ambulation as 

determined by neuro-motor assessments by staff nurses? 
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included regardless of the year published.  Only articles retrieved in the English language 

were included in the review.  

Empirical Literature 

Comparative Outcomes for General versus Neuraxial Anesthesia. Current research fails 

to identify optimal neuraxial anesthetic techniques with the best outcomes for TKA 

patients.  Postoperative complications persist despite numerous advances in anesthetic 

techniques. Early ambulation is an essential determinant in the success of the chosen 

anesthetic. This is a significant factor in reducing the length of hospitalization and 

achieving patient satisfaction following TKA.   

 Macfarlane et al. (2008) published a well-received systematic review of current 

literature and randomized controlled trials from 1990 to 2008. During the selected 

timeframe, 28 studies consisting of over 1500 patients were reviewed to conclude if the 

anesthesia technique influenced patient mortality and cardiovascular morbidity 

 Compared with general anesthesia, this comprehensive review established 

neuraxial anesthesia to be superior as evidenced by a reduced incidence of postoperative 

pain and mortality. Overall, mortality rates were reduced by 30% in patients receiving 

neuraxial anesthesia.  Neuraxial anesthesia showed a reduction in length of stay and 

improvement in rehabilitation.  The focus of the review was not to determine the ideal 

choice of neuraxial anesthesia, but rather to identify it as a superior anesthetic choice.   

 Memtsoudis et al. (2018) conducted an analysis of data from over 808,000 total 

knee and 371,000 hip arthroplasties. The study examined respiratory and cardiovascular  
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complications, need for blood transfusions, patterns of opioid utilization, cost of 

hospitalization, and length of hospital stay. Consistent with previous literature, the 

authors demonstrated the superior outcomes for neuraxial anesthesia compared to general 

anesthesia.   

 Neuraxial techniques were associated with up to a 15.58% decrease in overall cost 

of hospitalization and reduced both cardiopulmonary complications by 3% (n 35,000) 

and the need for a blood transfusion by 10% (n 117,900). The overall length of hospital 

stay was reduced by one to two days compared to general anesthesia.  

Spinal and Epidural Anesthesia. The relative advantages of spinal and epidural 

anesthesia have been reviewed in multiple studies. Although both techniques are widely 

used to provide anesthesia for patients undergoing TKA, there have been few controlled 

trials to determine the benefits of either technique. 

 A landmark study performed by Davis et al. (1992) in South Africa at the 

University of Cape Town compared the effectiveness of spinal and epidural anesthesia for 

hip arthroplasty. The effectiveness of spinal and epidural anesthesia among 65 patients 

undergoing elective total hip arthroplasty were compared. The study illustrated numerous 

advantages of spinal anesthesia over the epidural technique.  

 Compared to epidural anesthesia, spinal anesthesia demonstrated a rapid onset,  

increased motor blockade, decreased intraoperative sedation, and a significant reduction 

in urinary retention. The time to achieve motor blockade was deemed inconsequential 

when analyzing the total time to prepare the patient in the operating room for surgery.  
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The degree of motor blockade was more profound with spinal anesthesia compared to the 

epidural technique. This has significant implications in the operative setting as less 

patient movement during the surgery provides optimal visibility for the orthopedic 

surgeon. Optimal motor blockade and   decreased patient movement also allow the 

anesthesia provider to reduce the amount of intraoperative sedation. Any reduction in 

sedation will improve patient recovery in the PACU. While motor function among the 

epidural group returned in a shorter time frame, it was deemed insignificant because the 

amount of intraoperative sedation required was more significant and patients were 

discharged from the PACU at the same time having no impact on rehabilitation services. 

Despite the small sample size, this seminal study demonstrates significant advantages for 

the use of spinal anesthesia rather than epidural anesthesia in hip arthroplasty procedures. 

 Husted et al. (2007) completed another prospective landmark study when they 

reviewed over 700 total knee and total hip patients to identify characteristics associated 

with the length of hospitalization and patient satisfaction. All records were obtained from 

a specialized joint replacement facility located in Denmark, between 2003 and 2005.  

Every patient underwent spinal anesthesia and followed the facilities’ postoperative pain 

management regimen. Approximately 41% (n 292) of patients were discharged within 

three days of surgery, and 92% (n 622) were discharged by postoperative day five. After 

implementation of a fast-track procedure including spinal anesthesia and standardized 

postoperative pain management, the average length of stay was reduced from eight to  
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four days. Patient satisfaction scores averaged 9/10 and were reflective of pain 

management, shorter duration than expected, and perceived quality of care.   

 Fischer, et al. (2008) conducted a systematic review of 112 randomized trials 

examining postoperative pain and postoperative functional recovery in patients 

undergoing TKA procedures. Approximately 80% of the studies reported significantly 

lower pain scores within the first 24 hours of surgery with spinal anesthetics compared to 

general and epidural anesthesia. Spinal anesthesia was also noted to have a 50% 

reduction in rescue analgesia during the immediate postoperative period. The incidence 

of reported nausea and vomiting was decreased by 80% with spinal anesthesia, while 

both general and epidural anesthesia reported the same occurrence at 50%. 

 No improvements in functional postoperative outcomes were reported in 

approximately 66% of the studies implementing epidural anesthesia. Unfortunately, no 

data was reported regarding functional outcomes of those receiving spinal anesthesia. 

Based on their findings, the researchers recommended effective postoperative pain 

control to promote early recovery and earlier mobilization. 

 Intrathecal Drug Spread. Spinal anesthesia has a distinct advantage of 

producing a profound nerve block by the injection of a small amount of local anesthetic. 

However, the greatest challenge of this technique is to control the spread of the anesthetic 

through the cerebrospinal fluid to provide both an adequate motor and sensory blockade 

for the proposed surgery without producing unnecessarily extensive spread and 

increasing the risk of complications.  
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 Hocking and Wildsmith (2004) conducted a meta-analysis of studies published 

within the past ten years to provide guidance to anesthesia practitioners on making spinal 

anesthesia as predictable as possible. Within each of the examined studies, they gathered 

data pertaining to characteristics of the injected solution, clinical techniques, and patient 

characteristics. This analysis provided an instrumental summary of the controversial 

dosing relationship between a patient’s height and weight. Many practitioners logically 

conclude a taller patient would display less cephalad spread for a given amount of local 

anesthetic. This particular analysis of studies emphasized there has been no significant 

correlation identified between a patient’s height and spread of of anesthetic. The main 

reason being out of the difference in height between adults is related to to the length of 

lower limb long bones and not the spine. Studies comparing spinal column length and 

block height provided a better correlation between the two. Hocking and Wildsmith 

(2004) also reviewed the suspected correlations between a patient’s body mass index 

(BMI) or weight and the spread of spinal anesthetic. Landmark studies which brought this 

to the attention of practitioners were based on original isobaric formulations of local 

anesthetics. As these solutions have been replaced by safer hyperbaric solutions, they 

concluded the availability of current data is limited to determine if BMI has any influence 

on the spread of local anesthetics.  

 As previously discussed, the influence of BMI on spinal anesthesia is 

controversial and previous studies have reported conflicting results. Kim et al. (2012) 

conducted an experimental study comparing the duration of spinal anesthesia among  
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obese and non-obese subjects. One hundred and eight patients undergoing elective TKA 

were divided into two cohorts based on a BMI of 27.5 kg/m2 and administered varying 

doses of hyperbaric bupivacaine. Results of this study identified the ED50 between the 

two groups to be 6.6 mg and the ED90 to be 10.1 mg. It was concluded there was no 

statistical difference between the groups for sensory blockade. The authors speculated the 

cephalad spread of local anesthesia was most dependent on the part of the spinal canal, 

regardless of differences in BMI.  

Early Ambulation.  Preoperative mobility and subsequent early ambulation were 

highlighted in a study published by Raut et al. (2012) from Cambridge University 

Hospital. The authors explored factors associated with a prolonged length of 

hospitalization following TKA in 112 patients age 75 and older. Study factors included 

preoperative mobility, postoperative ambulation within 24 hours, body mass index 

(BMI), and hemoglobin levels. No statistical differences were noted between patients 

operated on different days of the week, nor the time of day. However, preoperative 

mobility, BMI, and mobilization within 24 hours of surgery were all significant factors 

impacting the length of hospitalization.  

 Karson and Olafsson (2013) conducted a prospective observational study among 

patients undergoing primary TKA. They looked at urinary retention, identified by 

ultrasound bladder scanning, as a sole factor associated with early mobility in patients 

who received low-dose spinal anesthesia. They chose this variable because urinary 

retention is associated with the need for an increase in the need for catheterization. They  
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postulated this increased frequency of catheterization was associated with delayed 

mobility. Bladder function, along with full motor recovery of the lower extremity returns 

when the spinal anesthetic is lower than the S2 dermatome. Overall, 96% of the 55 

participants were ambulating the day of surgery and discharged from the hospital on 

postoperative day two. It was concluded low-dose spinal anesthesia combined with an 

assessment for urinary retention allowed for early mobilization of patients undergoing 

primary elective TKA.  

 In a groundbreaking study, Lie et al. (1996) recognized small doses of 

bupivacaine may be a reasonable choice for spinal anesthesia for patients undergoing 

ambulatory surgery. This study recognized the limited data available to guide the 

selection of reasonable doses of bupivacaine. In a randomized experimental study, eight 

volunteers were administered lower than recommended doses of spinal bupivacaine. 

Time to recovery from spinal anesthesia was measured by gastrocnemius recovery. A 

significant dose-response relationship was established in which each additional milligram 

of bupivacaine was associated with an increase in duration of motor block by eight 

minutes and an increase in time until recovery by 21 minutes (Liu et al., 1996). It was 

determined the recovery time for 7.5 mg was 196 minutes +22 minutes, and 11.25 mg 

was 232 minutes + 25 minutes. This was one of the first dose-response studies published 

to guide anesthesia providers. 

 A randomized controlled double-blind study conducted by Awad et al. (2012) 

evaluated the effect of low-dose isobaric bupivacaine (IB) on PACU discharge times  
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following unilateral TKA. Secondary measures included time to recovery of S2 

dermatome sensation, time to micturition, and the rate of bladder catheterization. 

Minimal differences in age, sex, BMI, and baseline blood pressures were noted among 

the forty-five participants enrolled in this study.  Participants randomly were dosed with 

either 5mg or 10mg of IB approximately 20 minutes prior to the operating room. All 

patients were placed in a lateral position, operative side down, following medication 

administration to achieve a more unilateral block. The main finding of the study was 

identifying a dose of 5mg IB achieved a significant reduction in time to meet PACU 

discharge criteria compared to the 10mg IB dose. No patient in the low-dose spinal group 

required additional intraoperative analgesic. A lower dose reduces the duration of the 

spinal block and thereby accelerates postoperative recovery, ambulation, and lowers the 

incidence of clinically significant hemodynamic changes. In addition, the researchers 

noted a regression of the sensory block to S2 within two hours of injection of medication 

in the low-dose group, compared to four hours with the 10mg group. This level is below 

the L4 ,L5 and S1 levels which are crucial for ambulation.  

 Conducting a follow-up study to Awad’s low-dose IB study, Van Egmond et al. 

(2017) attempted to identify the optimal dose of intrathecal bupivacaine in TKA. Twenty-

five patients were enrolled in the study which utilized the up-and-down method by Dixon 

and Massey.  An initial dose of 5mg IB was administered. Subsequent participants 

received doses based on the outcome of the preceding patient. The dose was increased or 

decreased in 0.5mg increments.  In this small study, the median effective dosage of IB for  
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primary unilateral TKA was 3.5mg (95% confidence interval) and the calculated ED95 

was 5mg. The study results were remarkable by identifying an optimal dose of IB for 

TKA. 

 It is widely believed the choice between isobaric bupivacaine (IB) and hyperbaric 

bupivacaine (HB) formulations alters the block characteristics under spinal anesthesia. A 

meta-analysis conducted by Uppal et. al., (2017) evaluated the effectiveness and safety of 

the two formulations used for spinal anesthesia for adult cesarean delivery surgery. Seven 

hundred fifty-one studies conducted between 1946 and 2016, were initially reviewed. The 

review identified 16 randomized controlled trials which were then included in a meta-

analysis. The total number of patients in the meta-analysis consisted of 724 participants. 

Researchers noted no difference between the two drugs regarding the need for conversion 

to general anesthesia. There were also no statistical differences with the onset of sensory 

block occurring within two minutes.  However, the onset of motor blockade was 

significantly faster with HB occurring within five minutes,  (MD  1.7 min, The onset of 

motor block (MD  4.6 minutes; 95% CI, 7.5-1.7; P  .002; I  78%) was significantly 

faster with hyperbaric bupivacaine. Conversely, the duration of motor and sensory 

blockade was longer with IB ranging approximately 45 minutes.   

 While this meta-analysis did not indicate differences in effects associated with 

varying dosages of bupivacaine, it was determined both HB and IB provided effective 

anesthesia with no difference in the failure rate or adverse effects. The HB formulation 

allowed for a relatively rapid motor block onset, with shorter duration of motor and  
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sensory block. The IB formulation had a slower onset and provided a longer duration of 

both sensory and motor block.   

 The National Hip Fracture Database Anesthesia Sprint Audit of Practice (ASAP) 

conducted in 2014, collected data from over 10,000 anesthetics administered during hip 

replacements in England. Remarkably 44% of patients were administered a spinal and 

0.2% an epidural anesthetic. The Royal College of Physicians established practice 

standards based on this data for use during hip arthroplasty procedures. The second 

standard indicates spinal anesthesia should be considered for all patients. The third 

standard recommends administering spinal anesthesia using hyperbaric bupivacaine 

(<10mg) with the patient positioned laterally (bad hip down). The ASAP database 

revealed nearly 80% of patients receiving spinal anesthesia were administered 9mg 

hyperbaric bupivacaine.  

 Currently, the New York School of Regional Anesthesia (NYSORA) recommends 

using 0.75% hyperbaric bupivacaine with a dose range between 8-12mg to achieve a T10 

dermatome level (“NYSORA,” n.d.). The recommended dermatome level (Figure 5) for 

TKA and tourniquets pain is L1, therefore no dose over 12mg is necessary to achieve the 

required dermatome level. Both NYSORA and ASAP have similar recommendations for 

spinal dosing. 
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Supporting/Non-empirical Literature 

Policy and Professional Practice Issues.  Hospitals, surgeons and patients have recently 

recognized the benefits of decreased length of inpatient hospital stays following TKA. As 

a result, healthcare systems are beginning to explore the potential benefits associated with  

same-day discharge in the outpatient setting for select patients. The recent decision by 

CMS to remove total knee arthroplasty from the Medicare inpatient-only list will likely 

increase the demand for same-day outpatient discharge for TKAs. This pivotal decision 

has prompted several professional and academic organizations to develop patient 

management strategies and offer guidance regarding patient care.  

        The American Academy of Orthopedic Surgeons released a position statement and 

recommendation for neuraxial anesthesia during TKA. The panel of experts concluded 

there was moderate evidence to support the use of neuraxial anesthesia for TKAs to 

improve perioperative outcomes and reduced complication rates compared to general 

anesthesia (AAOS, 2018).   

 A position statement was released by the American Association of Hip and Knee 

Surgeons (AAHKS) in October of 2018, acknowledging the movement toward outpatient 

TKA.  The emphasis from the AAHKS board was placed on minimizing complications, 

maximizing patient safety and discharging the patient to an appropriate environment 

(AAHKS, 2018). The AAHKS further recommended a strict patient selection to include 

minimal medical comorbidities, healthy, active, and low risk for medical or surgical  
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complications. Though no specific requirements were identified, the use of evidence-

based protocols and pathways for pain management was recommended.  

         The role of the anesthesia provider and his or her choice of anesthetic remains a 

personal decision influenced by experience, specific surgical procedure, and patient 

comorbidities. The American Society of Anesthesiologists (ASA) developed a patient  

classification system which has been widely adopted in practice to assess operative risk 

among patients. The ASA physical status classification system (ASAPS) is based on the 

extent of a patient’s systemic disease (Miller et al., 2014). The classifications range is on 

a four-point scale. The scale differentiates normal healthy patients (ASA 1),  patients with 

well-controlled systemic disease (ASA 2),  patients with severe systemic disease and 

some functional limitation (ASA 3) and finally patients with severe systemic disease 

constantly imposing a threat to their lives (ASA 4). This classification system is used to 

guide the anesthesia practice of many professionals and serves as the foundation for the 

patient population capable of being treated at free-standing outpatient ambulatory 

surgical centers.  

Summary 

        Evidence from this review supports the use of neuraxial anesthesia compared to 

general anesthesia. Current research finding suggest the use of low-dose spinal anesthesia 

for the patient undergoing TKA to minimize postoperative complications while 

facilitating early ambulation.  There are no current standards or recommendations for 

neuraxial anesthesia outcomes and TKA. Future studies must formally measure a  
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quantifiable difference among readiness for ambulation between spinal and epidural 

anesthesia in patients undergoing elective unilateral TKA.    

 This study intends to identify the neuraxial technique and dose associated with the 

earliest time for readiness of ambulation. Adding to the arsenal of available literature, this 

information will be available for practitioners to make evidence-based practice decisions.   

Current healthcare providers often base practices on techniques learned in training 

programs, the degree of personal comfort, the familiarity of surgeons, and facility 

recommendations. Providing evidence-based practice recommendations will prepare 

anesthesia providers for upcoming CMS changes and AAOS practice changes. 

Ultimately, patient safety and satisfaction will be ensured across the changing practice of 

TKA.  
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Step 4.  Design a Change in Practice: The project proposal will consist of a retrospective 

chart review of all TKA patients during a twelve month period. The type and dose of 

regional anesthetic will be compared with the neuro-motor assessments of the staff nurse. 

Hourly assessments will identify change in motor strength of plantar/dorsiflexion and 

sensation. The data will be compiled, examined and presented to the anesthesia 

department to demonstrate a correlation between a regional anesthetic technique, dose, 

and improved neuro-motor assessment indicating a readiness for ambulation. This non-

experimental, correlational research study will use a pre/post intervention design to 

identify the effect of an educational presentation to the anesthesia department and 

changes in their practice behavior.   

Step 5.  Implement and Evaluate the Practice: Based on obtained data and documented 

practice change, the superior regional anesthetic and dosing pattern will be identified. It 

will remain the decision of the multidisciplinary teams to evaluate the research data and 

decide if the recommendations should be incorporated into an anesthetic clinical pathway 

for the department.  Hospital administration, physical therapy, and the orthopedic 

department will determine the final outpatient anesthetic protocol.  

Step 6. Integrate and Maintain the Practice Change: The anesthesia clinicians and 

administration may choose to evaluate the effectiveness of any systems changes 

associated with the development of new policies or guidelines. 
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& Beck, 2016). Convenience sampling of all patients presenting for primary unilateral 

total knee arthroplasty during the calendar year of 2018 will be used by the researcher. 

The inclusion of all cases may allow for a comprehensive analysis of correlations within 

that time frame.  

Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria. Inclusion criteria for participants in the research study 

are those individuals presenting to the hospital for primary, elective, unilateral total knee 

arthroplasty during the 2018 calendar year. Exclusion criteria will follow the absolute and 

relative contraindication guidelines to neuraxial anesthesia as established by the New 

York School of Regional Anesthesia (NYSORA). Established exclusion criteria for this 

study include: patient refusal, infection at the site of injection, severe, uncorrected 

hypovolemia, true allergy to any of the drugs, increased intracranial pressure, 

coagulopathies, and cardiac diseases with fixed cardiac output states (“Spinal 

Anesthesia,” n.d.).  

Setting 

 The proposed setting for this study is a 124-bed independent, not-for-profit 

healthcare facility serving the people of the Texas Hill Country. The hospital’s customer 

base spans over nine neighboring counties covering over 100,000 square miles. The 

hospital’s Back to Life Joint Replacement Program (Back to Life) will be the focus of this 

study. The Back to Life program oversees approximately 300 primary, elective, unilateral 

total knee arthroplasty every year.  
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The Medical Executive Committee (MEC) is responsible for review and approval of all 

research conducted at the hospital. Current hospital policy dictates the medical executive 

committee is to follow the IRB approval and recommendations of the approving 

university (Appendix D). 

Informed Consent 

 Protecting the rights, safety and welfare of the participants under their care is the 

primary role of the lead researcher (Polit & Beck, 2016). The purpose of this study is to 

identify relationships between the type and dose of anesthetic approach in patients 

undergoing neuraxial  anesthesia for total knee replacement and the patient’s readiness 

for ambulation as determined by neuro-motor assessments by staff nurses. This 

retrospective study is a quality improvement measurement with the designated study 

hospital. There are no undue risks or harm to any patient, therefore an IRB exemption 

will be requested. 

 The study data will be obtained using a checklist for data collection. The 

researcher will gain access to the medical records of all patients who underwent knee 

arthroplasty procedures in the year prior to data collection. Data regarding type of 

anesthetic agent, dose and time to neuro-motor clearance will be individually extracted 

from the medical record by the researcher.  

  In order to ensure privacy and protect the welfare of participants, steps to ensure 

confidentiality and secure collected data will be taken. No individual identifiers will be 

used on the data collection tool. Completed data tools will be secured in the anesthesia  
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office in a locked filing cabinet following data collection until August, 2020, at which 

time the data forms will be destroyed through a shredding process. Data collection sheets 

will be viewed only by the lead researcher and the data analyst. No published reports will 

include any identifiable information of the participants.   

Measurement 

 This retrospective cohort study is being conducted to identify relationships among 

the type and dose of anesthetic approach in patients undergoing neuraxial anesthesia for 

total knee replacement and the patient’s readiness for ambulation as determined by neuro-

motor assessments by staff nurses?   

  All patient data will be entered into their permanent medical record by hospital 

employees. Data collection for the purpose of the study, will be extracted from the 

participant’s electronic medical record by the researcher.   

Measurement Tools. During my scholarly project several aspects of the patient’s chart 

will be reviewed for data extraction. Detailed review of both the anesthetic records and 

the neuro-motor assessment measurement tool will be required to obtain the study data.   

 This study is identifying any correlations among the type of neuraxial anesthesia, 

dose, and the time the patient meets criteria for ambulation per the neuro-motor 

assessment tool. Data will be collected using The Patient Data Collection Tool (PDCT).  

 The PDCT (Appendix B), created by the investigator, will be used to extract 

demographic information, type of neuraxial anesthesia, dose of anesthesia, time of 

neuraxial drug administration, and time the patient’s neuro-motor assessment qualified  
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ready for ambulation. The objective of this project is to identify methods and doses of 

neuraxial anesthesia promoting earlier times to readiness for ambulation. This 

information will be shared with the study hospital with the intention to modify their 

current anesthetic practices. 

 Next, a team is assembled to appraise, and synthesize the current literature 

supporting the use of neuraxial regional anesthesia for patients undergoing TKA. 

Minimizing postoperative complications following TKA was found to be essential in 

providing a satisfactory anesthetic experience while facilitating early ambulation. The 

most common physiologic effects following TKA and regional anesthesia were 

uncontrolled pain, and impaired mobility. Several studies were presented to show the 

association between neuraxial anesthesia and improved patient outcomes, superior pain 

control, decreased length of stay, and most importantly decreased morbidity and mortality 

(Turnbull et al, 2017). No studies were found examining relationships between neuraxial 

anesthesia and time to readiness for ambulation.  

 Designing a practice change follows the synthesis of best evidence. This scholarly 

project will not specifically design a practice change plan for the hospital. The analyzed 

study data and the best evidence practices will be presented to the anesthesia department, 

orthopedic joint coordinator, and the orthopedic surgeons. Information regarding current 

anesthetic practice trends in the research will be shared. In addition, the data results of the 

hospital will be presented and compared to current practice trends. The number of patient 

charts reviewed will be compared to the specific type of neuraxial anesthesia  
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administered and dose. The time of administration of neuraxial anesthesia to the time the 

patient meets criteria of readiness for ambulation will be shown and identified 

correlations.   

 Based on the specific results of the study, the researcher will propose to the 

anesthesia department, a change in their personal anesthesia practice techniques to 

improve patient outcomes. Following the educational presentation, anesthesia providers 

will complete an Anesthesia Provider Knowledge and Attitude Survey (Appendix C) 

indicting the number of years practicing and likelihood of changing practice techniques 

based on the presented material.   

 The final two steps of the Rosswurm and Larrabee Model include implementing 

and evaluating the practice change and finally, integrating and maintaining the practice 

change. It will be the decision of the study hospital stakeholders, following the 

presentation of the study results, to initiate these final steps. 

 The researcher plans to submit the research study proposal to the study hospital’s 

MEC in the fall of 2019. Pending approval, the research study will be conducted during a 

four-month period to capture the desired sample size. The researcher will complete data 

analysis during the spring of 2020.   

 A formal presentation and defense of the study will take place in the summer of 

2020.  Implementation of the newly established TKA anesthesia protocol will be planned 

for the fall of 2020. It is the intention of this researcher to submit an abstract and poster 

presentation at Regis College following completion of the study. A formal manuscript  
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will be submitted to a professional journal for publication identifying the relationships 

between the type and dose of neuraxial anesthesia to the time to readiness for ambulation 

following a TKA. 

Data Analysis 

 The following discussion is intended to provide the analytical processes which 

will be used to answer the research questions stated in Chapter One. This retrospective 

chart review is being conducted to determine if any correlations exist between the type 

and dose of anesthetic approach in patients undergoing neuraxial anesthesia for total knee 

replacement correlates to the patient’s readiness for ambulation as determined by neuro-

motor assessments by staff nurses. 

 Multiple regression is an extension of simple linear regression. This will be 

utilized to learn more about the relationship between the anesthetic factors and time to 

readiness for ambulation. A multiple regression with correlation analysis will be used to 

determine the existence of relations between the measurable anesthetic factors relating to 

the patient’s time to readiness for ambulation (See Table 4).  

 All data will be examined and entered into an excel spread sheet. The excel file 

will allow the download of information into a statistical software program; Intellectus 

Statistics, which will assist with the measurements of each factor. The researcher will use 

the assistance of a statistician to validate and support findings. Data will be displayed 

visually using frequency distribution tables and bar graphs.  
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Limitations 

 The researcher recognizes there are many additional factors which may affect 

time to ambulation other than the type and dose of regional anesthetic agents. These 

include: patient comorbities, the incidence of post-operative complicating factors such as 

urinary retention and pain, the use of adjunctive agents, the skill level of the anesthesia 

provider and unforeseen complications associated with the procedure. There are a variety 

of adjunctive agents not discussed in this paper which may affect the time to ambulation 

as well. This correlative study is only designed to begin an exploration among the three 

specific factors included in the study.    

Summary 

 The DNP prepares the nurse to become a leader in either the healthcare or 

education setting (Terry, 2018). This study intends to identify the most appropriate 

neuraxial technique and dose in regards to readiness for ambulation as evidenced by the 

neuro-motor assessment of the nurse. Identifying a gap in current literature, this 

researcher intends to contribute to the available resources for practitioners so they can 

make evidence-based practice decisions to improve delivery of care.   

 Potential changes made to the study hospital’s joint replacement program, based 

on this research study, will improve patient outcomes on multiple levels. Providing 

evidence-based practice recommendations will prepare the hospital and their staff for 

upcoming CMS and AAOS practice changes. Recognition of the accomplishments of the  
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advanced practice nurse will be an important step for the study’s hospital toward ensuring 

the delivery of high-quality care to patients undergoing TKA.   
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Chapter IV:  Results 

Introduction 

 This retrospective cohort study is an initial exploration describing the 

correlational relationships between the type and dose of anesthetic approach in patients 

undergoing neuraxial anesthesia for total knee replacement and the patient’s readiness for 

ambulation as determined by neuro-motor assessments by staff nurses. A descriptive 

statistical analysis of current anesthetic practices within the study hospital was chosen to 

illustrate potential clinical practice changes with anesthetic dosing to achieve the 

established goal of out-patient TKA. The purpose of this chapter is to present and discuss 

the results of the study. Results will be presented in graphs, tables, and as a discussion. 

The discussion of the findings and presentations are given with respect to each of the 

research questions and presented to facilitate the reader’s understanding. 

 Data collection was obtained using the electronic medical records and the 

researcher designed PDCT.  The PDCT allowed the principle investigator to document 

the type of neuraxial anesthesia, dose, time of administration, and time the patient’s 

neuro-motor assessment qualified for physical therapy. In addition, the PDCT recorded 

demographic and personal health data which included the patient’s age, gender, ethnicity, 

and ASA classification.  
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Description of the Sample 

 Convenience sampling of all patients presenting for primary, elective unilateral 

total knee arthroplasty during the calendar year of 2018, was utilized for this study.  This 

method yielded a  

 sample of 209 (76%) charts from the 275 charts of patients presenting to the study 

hospital for TKA. Twenty charts were noted to be planned general anesthesia related to 

absolute contraindications to neuraxial anesthesia. These charts met exclusion criteria and 

were not included in data collection.  Eleven charts had documented “failed neuraxial 

anesthesia” by the provider and the anesthetic plan was converted to a general anesthetic 

via endotracheal tube. These charts met exclusion criteria and were not included in data 

collection. An additional thirty-three charts (12%) were not included in the study as a 

result of missing documentation necessary to complete the PDCT. Twenty-seven charts 

were missing postoperative nursing neuro-vascular checks, and six anesthesia records 

were missing spinal anesthetic dosages.   

 Within the utilized study sample, 152 (73%) cases were performed using spinal 

anesthesia and 57 (27%) cases were performed using epidural anesthesia. Of the sample 

population, 76 (36%) were male and 133 (64%) were female. One hundred and ninety-

four (92.5%) of the patients were Caucasian, 14 (7%) of the patients were Hispanic and 

one (0.5%) was Asian. Table 7 depicts the age range of the sample. 
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Research Hypotheses  

 In order to support a better understanding of the different outcomes associated 

with differences among neuraxial anesthetic choices and dosing, a Pearson’s correlational 

analysis was used to measure the strength of linear association between the two variables 

of anesthetic dosing and the Time to Readiness for Ambulation (TRA). Cohen’s standard 

was used to evaluate the strength of the relationship, where coefficients between .10 and 

.29 represent a small effect size, coefficients between .30 and .49 represent a moderate 

effect size, and coefficients above .50 indicate a large effect size (Cohen, 1988).  

 Analyzing the relationships between the factors, the researcher was able to 

identify the validity of the following research hypotheses.  

• Spinal Anesthesia dosage has a significant impact on time to readiness for 

ambulation following total knee arthroplasty (One-Tail Directional); 

• Spinal anesthesia dosage has no impact in time to readiness for ambulation 

following total knee arthroplasty (Null); 

 A Pearson’s correlation analysis was conducted between the spinal dose and the 

time to readiness for ambulation. Figure 13 presents the scatterplot of the correlation (See 

Figure 13).  
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anesthesia providers completed an Anesthesia Provider Knowledge and Attitude Survey 

indicting the number of years practicing and likelihood of changing practice techniques 

based on the presented material.  

 Of the six anesthesia providers in attendance; three (50%) have been practicing 

clinical anesthesia greater than 20 years, two providers (33%) have 16-20 years of 

experience, and the remaining provider (17%) has 11-15 years of experience. All of the 

providers in attendance found the review of current practice trends and analysis of the 

study data within the educational intervention to be useful and pertinent to their personal 

clinical practice. All but one provider (83%), identified knowledge of current anesthetic 

literature supporting low-dose spinal anesthesia for TKAs. In addition, 83% of the 

providers claimed they incorporated the current practice trends of low-dose spinal 

anesthesia into their current clinical practice. Figure 17 is a visual representation of the 

spinal anesthetic dosage patterns within the study hospital.  

  Following the presentation of data, it was imperative to demonstrate to both the 

anesthesia providers, physicians, and hospital administration an overall visual 

representation of the impact of neuraxial anesthetic dosages on the time to readiness for 

ambulation (See Figure 18).  
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Chapter V: CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION 

Introduction 

 The purpose of this retrospective scholarly project was to explore the correlational 

relationships between the type and dose of anesthetic approach in patients undergoing 

neuraxial anesthesia for total knee replacement and the patient’s readiness for ambulation 

as determined by neuro-motor assessments by staff nurses. Patient charts meeting the 

required inclusionary criteria were reviewed and baseline neuraxial anesthesia practices 

were extracted from the 2018 calendar year. In addition, a convenience sample of the 

anesthesia providers were asked to complete the  Anesthesia Provider Knowledge and 

Attitude Survey (APKAS) following the educational intervention of data presentation.   

 This chapter presents an interpretation of the results along with a comparison of 

the findings to current literature. In addition, implications for evidence-based practice 

changes pertaining to nursing, research, education, and administration will be addressed. 

The chapter will conclude with a discussion of the limitations of the study and 

recommendations for future research possibilities.  

Interpretation of Results 

 The overall goal of this study was to determine the impact neuraxial dosages have 

on the time to ambulation for patients undergoing TKA. The outcome of this study may 

validate adjustments to current anesthesia practice techniques, which may further 

optimize the development and implementation of outpatient TKA clinical pathways.  
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 Over 83% of the patient population in this study was greater than 61 years of age. 

This data is consistent with the demographics of the study hospital’s service area. As 

expected with an older patient population, approximately 98% of the study patients had 

multiple preexisting comorbidities. This data correlates with the current literature 

documenting the progressive decline of the overall health status of patients presenting for 

TKA and the use of neuraxial anesthesia (Memtsoudis et al., 2013).  

 The first research hypotheses of this study was to identify a relationship between 

the dose of spinal anesthesia administered and the time to readiness for ambulation. A 

Pearsons correlation between the dose of spinal anesthesia and time to ambulation was 

significantly positive, validating the hypothesis of spinal anesthesia dosage has a 

significant impact on the time to readings for ambulation following TKA. The results of 

this test were consistent with the known pharmacodynamics of neuraxial anesthesia; 

increasing the dose of spinal anesthetic will lengthen the duration of motor blockade 

(Miller et al., 2014). To further validate the research hypothesis, the time to readiness was 

measured between the recommended maximum dosage of 12 mg by NYSORA and the 

current literature recommendations of low-dose techniques of less than 10 mg using a 

two-tailed independent t-test. Use of the lower dose technique were statistically 

significant and patients met ambulation criteria within three hours. In contrast, those 

patients receiving spinal anesthetic doses at or above the traditional recommendation met 

criteria beyond four and a half hours. Implementation of current literature techniques into 

clinical practice may have the potential to ambulate patients up to two hours earlier. This  
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is extremely relevant for those hospitals intending to implement outpatient TKA policies. 

These results parallel those obtained by Awad (2012) and Van Egmond (2017), both of 

which demonstrated a reduction in the duration of motor blockade and accelerated 

postoperative ambulation with the use of low-dose spinal anesthetics.   

 This study had the ability to measure the time to readiness for ambulation among 

varying doses of spinal bupivacaine administered by the anesthesia providers. Within the 

study, the average time to readiness for those administered 7.5mg and 11.25mg was 218 

minutes and 257 minutes respectively.  These time frames are within the margin of error 

of the landmark dose-response characteristics study published by Liu et al. (1996). This 

validates the data of previous studies and reinforces the concept of introducing low-dose 

spinal anesthetic guidelines into clinical practice.  

 The second research hypothesis of the study was to identify a relationship 

between the administration of a 2% lidocaine epidural and an impact on the time to 

ambulation following TKA. The Pearsons analysis identified no significant correlations 

between the use of 2% lidocaine epidurals and the time to readiness for ambulation. 

Further investigation of the dosing frequency patterns revealed a narrow dosing range 

between 10ml and 30ml. The two-tailed independent samples-t test further validated the 

null hypothesis. No statistically significant difference in time to ambulation was noted 

across the dose range of patients receiving 2% lidocaine epidurals.  

 The average time to ambulation between the mean spinal dose (12 mg), and the 

mean epidural dose (19ml) was approximately four hours and twenty minutes. There was  
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no statistical significance between either the type or mean dose of the anesthetics. This 

has the potential to guide practitioners with the selection of anesthesia technique and 

dosing regimen for TKAs. However, this study identified a significant relationship 

between the two-tailed independent samples t-test of the varying spinal dosing patterns. 

Low-dose spinal anesthesia, less than 10.5mg, produced a remarkable decrease in the 

time to ambulation. This data supports the landmark study of Davis et al. (2012) in which 

they compared the effectiveness of spinal and epidural anesthesia in hip arthroplasty. 

Both studies have demonstrated a clinical advantage for the use of spinal anesthesia in 

orthopedic arthroplasty procedures.  

 Of the spinal anesthetics administered during this study, 64% were greater than or 

equal to the maximum recommendation of 12mg for hip arthroplasty. This has the 

greatest potential to impact the time to readiness for ambulation. Patients who received 

spinal anesthetic doses greater than 12mg had a documented time to readiness for 

ambulation between five and eight hours following the initial placement of the anesthetic. 

As evidenced by the request of the orthopedic surgeons, it was believed the use of 

epidural anesthesia would increase time to ambulation.  

 Following the presentation of the study results, 83% of the anesthesia providers 

believed they were practicing current neuraxial dosage recommendations. The frequency 

chart of anesthetic dosing patterns revealed only 35% of the anesthetics administered 

were less than the 12mg maximum recommendation by NYSORA. Comparing the same 

dosing patterns to the current 9mg practice recommendations for hip arthroplasty by  
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ASAP, the study hospital exceeded this dosage recommendation in over 95% of the cases. 

This prompted discussions among hospital administration, surgeons, and anesthesia 

providers to consider adjustments to practice techniques for the benefit of earlier 

ambulation.  

Limitations 

 Several limitations were identified and may have influenced this study:  

1. This study does not address pharmacological interventions by the anesthesia provider 

during the intraoperative period which may have influenced the postoperative neuro-

vascular measurements. This study did not review pain medication requests made by 

the nurses on behalf of the patients, or by the patients themselves, which could affect 

the ability of the patient to actively participate during the postoperative neuro-vascular 

checks. 

2. No concurrent observations were completing during this study therefore, all data 

collected was dependent upon the documentation in the patients’ medical records. 

There was no ability to  evaluate the nursing assessments or interventions which had 

not been documented. This limitation held particularly true for the post-operative 

neuro-vascular assessment documentation. The postoperative neuro-vascular 

assessments were documented within the EMR. TKA patients were recovered on a 

surgical unit which utilized both float and travel nurses. The study did not identify the 

nurse charting assessments however, multiple documentation deficits were noted  
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3. throughout the chart and may be attributed to the unfamiliarity of the staff with 

specific assessment charting. 

4. The study findings cannot be generalized beyond the restricted setting described for 

this study. Due to the small sample size of patients’ medical records, these findings 

cannot be generalized to anesthetic practice. 

5. The sample size of patients receiving epidural anesthesia may have been increased 

related to a request by the Orthopedic surgeons. For a period of six weeks, the 

surgeons requested the use of epidural anesthesia on all patients undergoing TKA. The 

orthopedic surgeons wanted to see if there would be an improvement in ambulation 

times by mandating an anesthetic technique they believed to be superior.  

6. The sample size of patients receiving epidural anesthesia may have been increased 

related to a six-week manufacturer shortage of 0.75% bupivacaine during the 2018 

calendar year. As a result of this shortage, hospital administration restricted the use of 

0.75% bupivacaine for obstetrical emergencies only. All elective surgical cases 

performed with a neuraxial technique were required to implement an epidural 

technique or conversion to a general anesthetic.  

 Internal and external validity are concepts which reflect whether or not the results 

of a study are trustworthy and meaningful. While internal validity relates to how well a 

study is conducted, external validity relates to how applicable the findings are to the real 

world. Potential threats to internal validity considered when analyzing this scholarly 

project included: 
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1. Multiple confounding variables may have had a significant impact on the ability of the 

patient to fully cooperate with the postoperative neuro-vascular assessment. Primarily, 

the administration of adjunctive anesthetic agents may have affected the time to 

ambulation. In addition, anesthesia providers may have increased anesthetic doses 

based on historical procedure times of the orthopedic surgeons. 

2. Anesthesia provider awareness of the scholarly project in the last four months of the 

2018  calendar year may have altered the anesthetic dosing behaviors of the anesthesia 

providers. The researcher minimized this potential threat by being discrete and not 

discussing particulars of the intended study among the anesthesia providers.  

3. In an attempt to reduce experimenter bias, the researcher, an anesthesia provider at the 

study hospital during the 2018 calendar year, made an effort to not participate in TKA 

procedures in the later part of 2018. With the limited number of low-dose spinal 

anesthetics documentations, this does not appear to be a potential threat.  

 External validity refers to how well the outcome of a study can be expected to 

apply to other settings. External validity is threatened when a study does not take into 

account the interactions of variables in the real world. External threats identified during 

this study included:  

1. The neuro-motor assessments performed by nursing staff are highly subjective and 

may be impacted by inadequate training. In addition, the inability to complete the 

neuro-motor assessment in the required time frame related to working conditions may 

have impacted results of the study.  
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2. Skill level of the anesthesia provider may have impacted the overall low neuraxial 

failure rate. Statistically, spinal failure rates are <1% and epidural failure rates range 

between 9-12% (Kingsley, McGlennan, Brown & Abir, 2017). The anesthesia 

practitioners at the study hospital had a minimum of 11 years of clinical practice, with 

a majority practicing greater than 20+ years.  

3. The small sample of patients who received a low-dose spinal anesthetic has the 

potential to limit the generalizability of this study. 

Implications for Evidence-based Practice and Research 

 The literature reviewed and presented for this study included numerous findings 

and recommendations which support the use of both low-dose spinal anesthesia and 

epidural anesthesia for orthopedic procedures. This study’s findings were consistent with 

the current literature recommendations to implement low-dose spinal anesthetics for 

earlier patient mobility. 

 As anticipated, this research study has added to the arsenal of available 

knowledge for anesthesia providers. The absence of specific dosage recommendations 

pertaining to neuraxial anesthesia has been the source of ongoing debate among 

healthcare disciplines. The data provided by this study has the potential to change 

practice techniques among anesthesia providers. Identifying no statistical significance in 

readiness for ambulation between an epidural anesthetic (of any dosage) and the 

recommended maximum (12 mg) spinal anesthetic was a great achievement within this 

study. The perceived gap in knowledge among healthcare professionals has been  
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addressed. With this knowledge, practitioners may advise specific anesthetic 

interventions based on a timeframe for ambulation. Additionally, the anesthesia provider 

may now confidently choose the most appropriate type of neuraxial anesthetic and have 

knowledge of dosing patterns to achieve a desired time to ambulation. Anesthesia 

providers will need to consider the amount of time required to place and dose each 

anesthetic, along with the associated failure rates. In this particular study, the failure rate 

of epidural and spinals was 3% and 1%, respectively.  

 In particular, this study highlighted spinal anesthetic doses of 0.75% Bupivacaine 

less than 10.5mg having an earlier time to ambulation compared to 2% lidocaine 

epidurals with 20cc administration volume. This remains consistent with the current 

literature and practice trends around the world.  

 Future research of dose-response spinal anesthetics for TKAs are encouraged as 

low-dose techniques are being introduced int clinical practice to achieve the goal of 

outpatient TKA. With the implementation of dose-response guidelines into clinical 

practice; professional practice guidelines will need to be established. A delay in hospital 

discharge is often related to either mobility or urine retention. Insight into the impact of 

low-dose techniques and urine retention are another interest of research team and have 

the potential to not only reduce times to ambulation, but catheter associated urinary tract 

infections (CAUTI) and subsequent postoperative joint infections.  

 The researcher underestimated the value of education while performing this study. 

As previously discussed, 12% of the patient’s charts were excluded from the study as a  
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direct result of lack of proper documentation. It became apparent to the researcher, a 

simple educational intervention by the hospital education department would have the 

ability to address this concern. This is not only beneficial for future research purposes, 

but to ensure proper and safe patient care within the study hospital. Continuing education 

of policies and procedures will ensure consistency among staff and limit the occurrence 

of discrepancies, which may or may not need be reported to regulating agencies.  

 Education of both patients and healthcare providers regarding the differences 

between spinal and epidural techniques has the most potential for improvement within the 

healthcare system. Though small in comparison to other studies, this study identified a 

significant discrepancy between the knowledge of low-dose spinal technique and the 

perceived implementation. Additionally, dosing above recommendation resulted in a 

request by the orthopedic practitioners to alter anesthetic techniques. A thorough review 

of dosing frequency at institutions intending to implement an outpatient program would 

be beneficial for all key stakeholders. A simple educational intervention may have the 

ability to improve postoperative ambulation times with as few changes in anesthetic 

techniques as possible.  

 As hospitals move toward the goal of outpatient TKA procedures, leaders within 

specialty services must assume a role to assess and evaluate current practice techniques. 

Changes in behavior occur over time and a single intervention is not enough to change 

individual practices of multiple providers. This change will require additional 

interventions and support from hospital administration and key stakeholders to adjust the  
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delivery of care among patients presenting for TKA and establish guidelines for an 

outpatient clinical pathway.  

Dissemination of Findings 

 Results of this scholarly project were initially reported to the anesthesia 

practitioners, orthopedic joint coordinator, surgical services director, and administration 

of the participating study hospital. The study hospital has chosen to aggressively pursue 

an out-patient TKA clinical pathway and will incorporate low-dose spinal neuraxial 

anesthesia in the trial phase of the program. The Back to Life orthopedic program at the 

hospital provides a bi-monthly total joint replacement educational forum for both 

scheduled and interested patients. This method of social marketing will influence the 

target audience to voluntarily accept the outlined benefits of this particular anesthetic 

practice. Word-of-mouth (WOM) marketing is a vital factor in hospital selection. 

Approximately 50% of people indicate they choose a doctor or hospital relying on input 

from friends and family (Martin, 2017). WOM information, specifically a positive 

personal experience, spreads from person to person either directly, via the Internet, or 

social media. Through WOM marketing, there have been several requests to present the 

results of this study by neighboring hospitals interested in reducing lengths of 

hospitalization and increasing patient ratification following TKAs.  

 In an effort to increase awareness of this scholarly project, a poster presentation 

will be submitted to the American Association of Nurse Anesthetists (AANA) 2020 

Annual Conference held in San Diego, California. The Annual Congress is a national  
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standardized professional recommendations for neuraxial dosing. These patients require 

careful consideration of spinal anesthetic doses to minimize the risk of unnecessary 

prolongation of anesthesia.  

 Perioperative spinal anesthetic management clearly has a positive impact on 

postoperative outcomes. This study provides the beginning direction for the incorporation 

of anesthesia management strategies into outpatient evidence-based clinical pathways for 

TKA procedures. Future research is needed to define the most beneficial neuraxial dosage 

recommendation. 








































